Runkel; third, Rimbach; fourth, Blair; fourth, Lockhart; fifth, Brown; sixth, Hamilton; seventh; Runkel; eighth, Mlahon. Time—56s.

Second, Brown; third, Blair; fourth, Lockhart; fifth, Brown; sixth, Hamilton; seventh; Runkel; eighth, Mlahon. Time—56s.

A four-day meet was held in the gymnasium with the aim of determining the relative strength of the teams.

The team of Runkel, second, and Brown, third, defeated the team of Blair, fourth, and Lockhart, fifth, in a close match. The final score was 21-18. In the next day's competition, Brown, sixth, defeated Runkel, second, and Mlahon, eighth, by a score of 19-16. On the last day, the team of Blair, fourth, and Lockhart, fifth, defeated the team of Brown, sixth, and Hamilton, seventh, by a score of 18-16.

The meet ended with the team of Runkel, second, and Brown, third, in first place, followed by Blair, fourth, and Lockhart, fifth. The team of Brown, sixth, and Hamilton, seventh, came in third place, while Runkel, second, and Mlahon, eighth, finished fourth.

The meet was held in the gymnasium and was attended by a large crowd of spectators. The weather was pleasant and the atmosphere was electric. The teams were evenly matched, and the competition was fierce. The meet was a great success, and the winners were congratulated on their fine performances.